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Abstract A model of partnership formation is considered in which there are two
classes of player (called male and female). There is a continuum of players and two
types of both sexes. These two types can be interpreted, e.g. as two subspecies, and
each searcher prefers to pair with an individual of the same type. Players begin
searching at time zero and search until they �nd a mutually acceptable prospective
partner or the mating season ends. When a pair is formed, both individuals leave the
pool of searchers. Hence, the proportion of players still searching and the distribution
of types changes over time. Prospective partners are found at a rate which is non-
decreasing in the proportion of players still searching. Nash equilibria are derived
which satisfy a re�nement based on the following optimality criterion: each searcher
accepts a prospective partner if and only if the reward that would be gained from
such a partnership (given that it formed) is greater or equal to the expected reward
obtained by that searcher from future search. So called "completely symmetric"
versions of this game are considered, where the two types of player are equally
frequent. In this class of games, there exists a unique Nash equilibrium satisfying
the optimality criterion, regardless of the precise rule determining the rate at which
prospective partners are found. This equilibrium is given by a threshold time t0,
such that before time t0 individuals only mate with prospective partners of the
same type and from time t0 onwards each searcher accepts any prospective partner.
Two examples are given. One example considers the so called "singles bar" model,
according to which prospective partners are found at a constant rate. The second
example considers the "mixing population" model, according to which the rate at
which prospective partners are found is proportional to the fraction of individuals
who are still searching for a partner.
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1. Introduction. In the economics literature, games of this type are of-
ten called job search problems, which have developed from the classical prob-
lem of one-sided choice (see Stigler(1961)). In such problems, a job searcher
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observes a sequence of o�ers, whose values come from a known distribution
(the employers are not choosy). A �xed cost is incurred for observing each
job o�er. Such costly search is often termed "search with friction".

The �rst paper to consider such a model in the framework of mate choice
was Janetos(1980). According to his model, only females are choosy and it
is assumed that each female observes a sequence of males whose values are
independent and identically distributed. A female continues observing males
until a partner is chosen. The reward of the female from search is de�ned
to be the value of the male obtained minus the costs incurred from search.
Real(1990) later developed these ideas.

In many species, both sexes are choosy. The �rst to consider such a model
of two-sided mate choice was Parker [21]. However, the model presented in
McNamara and Collins [19] was the �rst to consider a model according to
which searchers explicitly observe a sequence of prospective partners. On the
other hand, the conclusions are very similar (players are split into a �nite
number of types, such that type i males only mate with type i females).

The models described above assume that all members of a particular sex
agree about the attractiveness of a prospective partner. In the language of
mate choice, it is said that searchers have "common preferences". Some mod-
els consider "homotypic preferences", i.e. individuals prefer prospective part-
ners who are similar to themselves, e.g. Alpern and Reyniers [3]. It should be
noted that when search costs are not high, mutual mate choice based on com-
mon preferences leads to individuals of a similar level of attractiveness pairing
with each other. This is known as associative pairing and does not necessar-
ily result from individuals preferring to mate with "similar individuals", see
Real [27]. Ramsey [24] considers a model of mate choice based on two traits
which can be interpreted as "attractiveness" and "character". Searchers have
common preferences with respect to attractiveness and homotypic preferences
with respect to character.

Classical job search/mate choice models assume that the searchers form a
continuum, i.e. the population of potential partners is uncountable and hence
it is di�cult to realistically model individual preferences. Individual prefer-
ences are taken into account in models of matching, which were introduced
Gale and Shapley [13]. They consider the problem of assigning individuals
from one class to individuals from a second class, e.g. students to univer-
sities, where many students can be assigned to one university, or marriage
type associations, where exclusive pairs are formed by a male and a female
(similar to the model considered here). In classical models of this type, the
populations of the two classes are assumed to be �nite and each individual of
a given class has their own individual ranking (or evaluation) of the members
of the other class as prospective partners. Gale and Shapley [13] de�ned an
algorithm to derive a stable matching. In the case of marriage assignments,
a stable matching satis�es the following condition: if male A is assigned to
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female B, then any female who is preferred to female B by male A is paired
with a male that she prefers to male A and any male who is preferred to male
A by female B is paired with a female that he prefers to female B. Hence, at a
stable matching, no individual has an incentive to change their partner. Such
models assume that there are no search costs. Chiappori and Salanié [7] give
an overview of the development of models of matching. A number of papers
have investigated the e�ect of introducing friction, i.e. search costs. Adachi [1]
presents a model of matching with costs such that the equilibrium outcome
(which occurs when each searcher acts optimally given the strategies adopted
by the other searchers) tends to a stable matching as the friction tends to
zero. Wu [31] presents a model such that the equilibrium outcome does not
necessarily tend to a stable matching as friction decreases, while Lauermann
and Nödelke [17] show that if multiple stable matchings exist, then as search
costs decrease, the equilibrium outcome does not necessarily tend to a stable
matching. Shimer and Smith [28] consider a model in which partnerships are
formed and fall apart according to a Poisson process. Bene�ts are accrued
only while a partnership stands and hence search for a partner is intrinsically
costly. Bergstrom and Real [5] consider adapting models of matching to mate
choice problems.

In the job search/mate choice problems described above, it is assumed
that the distribution of the types (or values) of prospective partners is con-
stant over time. When mating is non-seasonal, this distribution converges to a
steady state distribution corresponding to the strategies used within the pop-
ulation and the entry of new individuals into the mating pool/employment
market (see Burdett and Coles [16], Smith [29]). On the other hand, when mat-
ing is seasonal, the distribution of the values of available partners changes over
time. Collins and McNamara [9], as well as Ramsey [23], consider such mod-
els of one-sided choice. Johnstone [15] presents numerical results for a model
of two-sided choice where time is discrete. In general, searchers become less
choosy as time goes on. However, searchers of low quality can become more
choosy just before the end of the season, due to the possibility of obtaining
a mate of high value in the last time period, when no searcher is choosy.
Alpern and Reyniers [4], as well as Alpern and Katrantzi [2], adopt a more
analytic approach to such problems, while Mazalov and Falko [18] prove some
general results regarding equilibria in such games. In the last three models,
the values of prospective partners have a continuous distribution and time is
discrete. In the model presented here, the values of prospective partners have
a discrete distribution and time is continuous. Dechaume-Moncharmant et

al. [11] present numerical results based on simulation for a �nite-population
model of mate choice where only females are choosy, but both sexes mate
only once in a season. One of the main factors putting pressure on searchers
to accept a partner lies in the fact that prospective partners leave the mating
pool once they have paired. Dechaume-Moncharmant et al. [11] call this e�ect
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"scramble competition".

Etienne et al. [12] and Courtiol et al. [10] present models which are similar
in some ways to the one presented here. The �rst paper considers a model
according to which only females are choosy. Both sexes have a latent period
after pairing, when they cannot mate. This leads to frequency dependent
selection, since the availability of males depends on the strategies adopted
by the females. In the second paper, the model is developed so that males
can also be choosy. In this case, the problem is more clearly game theoretic.
The major di�erences between these models and the one presented here lie in
the facts that time is discrete and mating is non-seasonal, i.e. given the mate
choice strategies adopted in the population, the availability of prospective
partners (and hence the distribution of the values of available partners) tends
to some steady state distribution.

In the model presented here, time is continuous and mating is seasonal,
i.e. it is a model of scramble competition. The approach presented here is an
adaptation of the model considered by Ramsey [25]. However, in that paper, it
was assumed that preferences are common. According to the model presented
here, preferences are homotypic, i.e. each individual prefers partners who are
similar to themselves (e.g. a pair formed by individuals from two subspecies
might be able to produce viable o�spring, but each individual would prefer
to pair with a prospective partner from the same subspecies). According to
this model, friction is a result of two factors: a) the season is of �nite length,
so as time passes, the probability that an individual does not �nd a mutually
acceptable partner increases, b) the payo� obtained from pairing is discounted
over time. By allowing the time horizon to tend to in�nity and removing the
discount factor, this friction is removed.

Priklopil et al. [22] present a model of seasonal mating with continuous
time in which only females are choosy. Females mate only once in a season.
In the case where the values of prospective partners come from a discrete
distribution, then the optimal strategy of a female is a threshold strategy
such that a male is acceptable if and only if the time elapsed is greater than
some threshold dependent on the value of the male. As the season progresses,
females become less choosy. The authors note that the rate of encountering
prospective partners depends on the population density, but assume that the
density is at its equilibrium value. Hence, they assume that the encounter rate
is constant. However, since mating is assumed to be seasonal, this essentially
assumes that males do not have a latent period.

When mate choice is mutual and seasonal, then as the season progresses
the distribution of the types of searchers will change and the rate at which
prospective partners are found may depend on the proportion of individuals
who are still looking for a partner. One important aspect of the model pre-
sented here lies in the fact that it considers various dynamics determining
the rate at which prospective partners are met. At one end of this spectrum,
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encounters with members of the other sex are not in any way concentrated
on individuals who are still searching for a partner. In this case, the rate of
encountering prospective partners is proportional to the fraction of individ-
uals who are still searching for a mate. At the other end of the spectrum,
encounters with members of the other sex are completely concentrated on
individuals who are still searching for a partner. In this case, the rate of en-
countering prospective partners is constant. For example, McNamara et al.

[20] present a model of mate search in which the rate at which prospective
partners are found is proportional to the square root of the fraction of the
individuals presently searching for a partner, i.e. the degree of concentration
of interactions on individuals who are still searching for a partner is inter-
mediate. Another important factor of the model lies in the fact that time is
assumed to be continuous. The majority of such models of two-sided mate
choice involve discrete time, where multiple pairs of prospective partners meet
in parallel. This might be appropriate in the context of speed dating, but is
often unnatural when applied to species "in the wild". These discrete time
models indicate that individuals of low quality might become less choosy
shortly before the end of the mating season, since there is a chance of be-
ing paired with an attractive partner (and being mutually accepted) in the
�nal round. It would be interesting to investigate whether this is a general
phenomenon or results from the discrete dynamics. The fact that the types
of searchers are discrete may be problematic. However, due to limitations on
the senses of perception, this could be a realistic assumption (in the future,
the author intends to generalize such games to consider a larger number of
types of prospective partner).

Section 2 presents the model. The concept of a completely symmetric
game of this form and the form of the unique Nash equilibrium satisfying
the optimality condition are presented in Section 3. Section 4 derives the
dynamics of the game under two di�erent mechanisms determining the rate
at which prospective partners are found and the population follow a strategy
pro�le of the same form as the Nash equilibrium. The Nash equilibrium is
derived for two such games in Section 5. Section 6 gives a brief conclusion
and directions for future research.

2. The Model. Consider a large population with two classes of players
where these classes are equally frequent. Each player wishes to form a part-
nership with a player from the other class. For simplicity, these classes will be
referred to as males and females. On the other hand, these classes could be
also interpreted as e.g. employers (job positions) and job seekers. Partnership
formation is assumed to be seasonal, each individual starts searching for a
partner at time zero and the period of time available for searching (the time
horizon) is of length µ. It is assumed that µ is �nite. A partnership can only
be formed by mutual consent.

As well as coming from a given class (i.e. being male or female), each in-
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dividual has a given type. In biological terms, these types could represent e.g.
di�erent (sub)species or di�erent age groups (adult, juvenile). In job search
problems, the type of an employer (employee) could represent e.g. the �eld
of speciality. In this paper, we assume that there are two types. Each player
prefers to pair with an individual of the same type. For example, consider
two �rms who employ graduates of accountancy and economics courses. One
of these �rms is an accountancy �rm, which prefers to employ accountancy
graduates. The other �rm is an investment �rm, which prefers to employ eco-
nomics graduates. A pairing formed between two individuals of the same type
will be called a homogeneous partnership, while a pairing formed between two
individuals of di�erent types will be called heterogeneous.

Let the value obtained by a searcher of type i from pairing with an indi-
vidual of type j be ci,j , where ci,j > 0, i, j ∈ {1, 2}. Hence, for the purposes
of this paper, it is assumed that this value is independent of the class of the
searcher. It should be noted that this assumption could be interpreted as e.g.
the value to a male horse from mating with a female donkey being equal to
the value to a female horse from mating with a male donkey. Such a prob-
lem will be called symmetric with respect to class (sex). Since a female has
more to lose from such an interspecies mating, future research will relax this
assumption.

It is assumed that the total reward obtained by a searcher who �nds a
partner at time t is the value he/she obtains from the partnership multiplied
by e−γt, where γ is the discount factor. If a searcher does not �nd a partner,
then his/her payo� is de�ned to be 0. According to such a model, only the
relative values of prospective partners are important. Hence, without loss of
generality, we may assume that ci,i = 1, i ∈ {1, 2}. The proportion of players
who are of type i is denoted by pi (assumed to be independent of sex). Each
individual searches until he/she �nds a partner, at which time both of them
leave the pool of searchers. Hence, in the mating pool the ratio of the number
of males to the number of females is always equal to one.

In such games, one may consider other types of symmetry apart from
symmetry with respect to sex. A game is said to be preference symmetric
when c2,1 = c1,2, i.e. each individual in the population shows the same level
of preference for prospective partners of their own type compared to prospec-
tive partners of the other type. Similarly, a game is said to be population
symmetric when p1 = p2 = 0.5, i.e. the ratio of the number of type 1 indi-
viduals to the number of type 2 individuals is equal to one. Finally, such a
game is called completely symmetric when it is population symmetric, pref-
erence symmetric and symmetric with respect to sex. This paper considers
completely symmetric games.

In general, the proportion of individuals of each type who remain in the
pool of searchers at a given time depends on the pro�le of strategies used
within the population. Since we are looking for an equilibrium at which all
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individuals of the same sex and type use the same strategy, such a strategy
pro�le, denoted by π, can, in general, be de�ned by a vector of four strategies.
Let π = (πm,1, πm,2, πf,1, πf,2), where πm,i denotes the strategy used by a
type i male, i ∈ {1, 2} and πf,j denotes the strategy used by a type j female,
j ∈ {1, 2}. In addition, since we are considering games and equilibria which
are symmetric with respect to sex, we assume that πm,i = πf,i, i = 1, 2.
Such a symmetric strategy pro�le is de�ned by the vector of strategies π =
(π1, π2). A strategy of a player can be de�ned by stating the set of types
of acceptable partners at time t for t ∈ [0, µ]. Let S1(t), S2(t) denote the
set of types of prospective partners acceptable to type 1 searchers and type
2 searchers, respectively. In order to de�ne a Nash equilibrium, we should
consider deviations of players' strategies from the corresponding strategy from
a given strategy pro�le. Denote the expected reward of a type i searcher who
has not yet found a partner at time t and is using the strategy θi when the
rest of the population is following the appropriate strategy from the pro�le
π = (π1, π2) by ri(t; θi, π). Let π

∗ = (π∗1, π
∗
2) denote a Nash equilibrium. By

de�nition π∗ satis�es the following conditions for all t ∈ [0, µ), any θ1 and
any θ2

r1(t; θ1, π
∗) ≤ r1(t;π∗1, π∗); r2(t; θ2, π

∗) ≤ r2(t;π∗2, π∗).

Note that these conditions state that at no time does it pay for an individual
to deviate from the appropriate strategy from an equilibrium pro�le when
all the population are following that equilibrium pro�le. Hence, at a Nash
equilibrium, no individual can increase their expected reward by unilaterally
changing strategy. Also, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that
previous discounts are ignored in the de�nition of these payo� functions. In
order to simplify the notation, we set ri(t;πi, π) ≡ ri(t;π) (this de�nes the
expected payo� of a type i individual who is following the appropriate strategy
from the pro�le π.

Non-intuitive Nash equilibria may exist, e.g. the following strategy pro-
�le is always a Nash equilibrium: each searcher only accepts heterogeneous
partnerships and always accepts such partnerships. This is a non-intuitive
Nash equilibrium, since each individual always rejects the most attractive
type of prospective partner (from his/her perspective) and accepts the least
attractive type. However, natural selection will favour individuals who always
accept prospective partners of the same type over individuals who sometimes
reject prospective partners of the same type (it should be noted that e.g. a
type 1 female obtains a greater expected reward from accepting a type 1 male
at time t when there is a positive probability of being accepted than by reject-
ing such a male at time t when future decisions would be the same). Hence,
we consider a re�nement of the concept of Nash equilibrium and derive Nash
equilibria that satisfy the following optimality criterion (see McNamara and
Collins [19]): each searcher accepts a prospective partner if and only if the
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value that the searcher would obtain from the pairing (regardless of whether
acceptance is mutual or not) is at least as great as the searcher's expected
reward from future search (ignoring discounts up to the present moment). It
follows that a searcher will always accept a prospective partner of the same
type, since the reward that would result from such a partnership (ci,i = 1) is
certainly greater than any reward that could be gained from future search.
It should be noted that when a strategy pro�le satis�es this optimality cri-
terion, then each individual is using his/her optimal search strategy given
the strategies used by the rest of the population (see Chow [8]). Hence, such
a strategy must be a Nash equilibrium. On the other hand, the Nash equi-
librium: each searcher only accepts heterogeneous partnerships and always
accepts such partnerships, clearly does not satisfy this optimality criterion.
Based on the optimality criterion, at equilibrium type 1 individuals accept
type 2 prospective partners when r1(t;π

∗) ≤ c1,2 and type 2 individuals only
accept type 1 prospective partners when r2(t;π

∗) ≤ c2,1.
Intuitively, individuals should become less choosy as the mating season

progresses. Hence, threshold strategies, where individuals always accept ho-
mogeneous pairings but only accept heterogeneous pairings after a given time,
are an important class of strategies. A pro�le of threshold strategies can be
given by a vector of two times, (t1, t2), where these times denote a) the time
at which type 1 searchers start accepting type 2 prospective partners, b) the
time at which type 2 searchers start accepting type 1 prospective partners,
respectively.

When the population of searchers are following a symmetric strategy pro-
�le π = (π1, π2), the distribution of the types of players who are still in the
pool of searchers is independent of sex. Let pi(t;π) denote the proportion of
all the players who are of type i and still searching at time t. Hence, for all
π, pi(0;π) ≡ pi. Denote the proportion of players who are still searching at
time t by p(t;π), i.e. p(t;π) =

∑2
i=1 pi(t;π). Also, let the probability that

a player is of type i given that he/she is searching at time t be qi(t;π), i.e.

qi(t;π) =
pi(t;π)
p(t;π) .

Individuals �nd prospective partners according to a Poisson process at a
rate given by the function λ, which is non-decreasing in the proportion of
individuals still searching, i.e. in general, this rate is heterogeneous. It should
be noted that, from the point of view of an individual searcher, the process of
�nding a prospective partner is stochastic. However, since we are considering a
continuum of searchers (esentially an in�nite population), then the equations
de�ning the proportions of each type of individual who are still searching
will be deterministic. Dechaume-Moncharmont et al. [11] consider a similar
problem with a �nite population and simulate the evolution of strategies of
mate choice.

Prospective partners are chosen at random from the pool of searchers,
i.e. at time t a prospective partner encountered is of type i with probability
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qi(t;π). By assumption p ≤ λ(p) ≡ λ[p(t;π)] ≤ 1 and time is scaled so that
λ(1) = 1. These assumptions are reasonably natural, since �nding prospective
partners is likely to become harder as the number of searchers decreases.
The following two extreme cases are considered: i) λ(p) = 1,∀p ∈ [0, 1], ii)
λ(p) = p,∀p ∈ [0, 1]. The �rst case corresponds to what is termed the "singles
bar model", where those still searching concentrate search on individuals of
the opposite sex who have not yet got a partner. The second case corresponds
to a "mixing population", where searchers meet members of the opposite sex
at a constant rate, but the individual encountered is chosen at random from
all the individuals of the opposite sex (i.e. such an individual is still searching
for a partner with probability p). Under these assumptions, µ is the expected
number of individuals of the opposite sex that an individual meets during the
search period (in the single bars model, the number of prospective partners
that a searcher expects to meet).

Let Ai(t;π) be the set of mutually acceptable types of prospective partners
of a type i player at time t. As argued above, i ∈ Ai(t;π), ∀t. Note that
Ai(t;π) = {1, 2}, i = 1, 2, if and only if type 1 individuals accept type 2
prospective partners and vice versa. It follows that when the strategy pro�le
is given by a pair of time thresholds (t1, t2), then Ai(t;π) = {1, 2} if and
only if t ≥ max{t1, t2}. De�ne vi(t;π) to be the expected reward obtained
by a type i individual following the appropriate strategy from the pro�le π
by pairing at time t with a prospective partner who is mutually acceptable.
Hence,

vi(t;π) =

∑
j∈Ai(t;π)

ci,jpj(t;π)∑
j∈Ai(t;π)

pj(t;π)
. (1)

Let us consider the dynamics of the game under a given strategy pro�le.
Suppose a player of type i is still searching at time t. For small δ, the prob-
ability of such a player �nding a partner in the time interval [t, t + δ] is of
order δλ(p)

∑
j∈Ai(t;π)

qj(t;π). Hence,

pi(t+ δ;π) = pi(t;π)[1− δλ(p)
∑

j∈Ai(t;π)

qj(t;π)] +O(δ2)

pi(t+ δ;π)− pi(t;π)
δ

= −pi(t;π)λ(p)
∑

j∈Ai(t;π)

qj(t;π) +O(δ).

In the limit as δ → 0, we obtain the di�erential equation

dpi(t;π)

dt
= −pi(t;π)λ(p)

∑
j∈Ai(t;π)

qj(t;π). (2)

For the singles bar model, this leads to

dpi(t;π)

dt
= −

pi(t;π)
∑

j∈Ai(t;π)
pj(t;π)

p(t;π)
= −pi(t;π)

∑
j∈Ai(t;π)

qj(t;π). (3)
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For the mixing population model, Equation (2) leads to

dpi(t;π)

dt
= −pi(t;π)

∑
j∈Ai(t;π)

pj(t;π). (4)

Denote the density function of the random variable Ti(π), the time at
which a type i player following the appropriate strategy from the pro�le π
�nds a mutually acceptable partner, by fi(t;π). When such a player does not
�nd a partner, we set Ti(π) = µ. Also, setting αi(t;π) to be the rate at which
such individuals �nd acceptable partners, it follows that

αi(t;π) = λ(p)
∑

j∈Ai(t;π)

qj(t;π).

Hence, for 0 < t < µ,

fi(t;π) = αi(t;π) exp

[
−
∫ t

0
αi(s;π)ds

]
.

Also,

P (Ti(π)=µ)=1−
∫ µ

0
αi(t;π) exp

[
−
∫ t

0
αi(s;π)ds

]
dt=exp

[
−
∫ µ

0
αi(t;π)dt

]
.

The future expected reward of such a type i searcher at time t is given by

ri(t;π) =

∫ µ

t
vi(s;π)αi(s;π) exp

[
−
∫ s

t
γ + αi(τ ;π)dτ

]
ds. (5)

It should be noted that ri(t;π) is a continuous function for i = 1, 2. In par-
ticular, under the singles bar model, since λ(p) = 1, we obtain

ri(t;π) =

∫ µ

t

 ∑
j∈Ai(s;π)

ci,jqj(s;π)

exp
−∫ s

t
γ +

∑
j∈Ai(τ ;π)

qj(τ ;π)dτ

 ds.
(6)

Similarly, under the mixing population model, using Equations (1) and (5),
since λ(p) = p(t;π), we obtain

ri(t;π)=

∫ µ

t

 ∑
j∈Ai(s;π)

ci,jpj(s;π)

 exp

−∫ s

t
γ +

∑
j∈Ai(τ ;π)

pj(τ ;π)dτ

 ds.
(7)

3. The Equilibrium Pro�le in a Completely Symmetric Game.

This section presents some general results for such games and then speci�es
the form of the unique equilibrium satisfying the optimality condition in a
completely symmetric game. Since two individuals of the same type are always
mutually acceptable, the functions pi, i = 1, 2, are strictly decreasing in t.
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Theorem 1 At any equilibrium, there exists some t0 < µ, such that all

searchers accept any prospective partner (referred to as random mating) when

t ≥ t0. 2

Proof Independently of the strategy pro�le and the function λ, ri(t;π) is a
continuous function and limt→µ ri(t;π) = 0 for i = 1, 2. It follows that there
exists some t0 < µ for which both r1(t;π) ≤ c1,2 and r2(t;π) ≤ c2,1 when
t ≥ t0 for any strategy pro�le π. �

Hence, we will only consider strategy pro�les under which random mating
occurs when t ≥ t0, for some t0 ∈ [0, µ). From Equation (2), it follows that
when random mating occurs, the ratio between the rate at which searchers of
type 1 are found and the rate at which searchers of type 2 are found remains
constant, independently of the rule determining the rate at which prospective
partners are found. Assume also that when t < t0 only homogeneous partner-
ships are formed. Note that this is the case when the strategy pro�le consists
of threshold strategies (it will be shown that the required equilibrium is of
this form). From Equation (5) and replacing π by t0 in the notation, it follows
that for t ≥ t0

ri(t; t0) =

∫ µ

t
vi(t0; t0)λ[p(s; t0)] exp

{
−
∫ s

t
γ + λ[p(τ ; t0)]dτ

}
ds, (8)

since t ≥ t0, vi(t; t0) = vi(t0; t0). It should be noted that this expression can
be written in the form

ri(t; t0) = vi(t0; t0)E[exp{−γ[T (t0)− t]|T (t0) > t}]P [T (t0) < µ|T (t0) > t],

where the �rst term is the expected reward obtained from pairing with the
�rst prospective partner met after time t0, the second term is the expected
discount of the reward from search given that a searcher is still searching at
time t and the third term is the probability that an individual who is still
searching at time t eventually �nds a partner.

Since the rate of �nding prospective partners is non-increasing in time, the
expected discount is non-increasing in t. Also, the probability of eventually
�nding a partner is decreasing in t. Hence, we have derived the following
theorem:

Theorem 2 Suppose random mating occurs for t ≥ t0. The future expected

reward from search of any individual is decreasing in t for t ≥ t0. 2

We now consider the form of an equilibrium pro�le in completely sym-
metric games, i.e. p1 = p2 = 0.5 and c1,2 = c2,1. Suppose that random mating
occurs if and only if t ≥ t0. Given that the population follow a strategy that is
symmetric with respect to sex, it follows that p1(t; t0) = p2(t; t0) and thus the
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expected value of pairing with the next prospective partner is 0.5(1 + c1,2),
independently of time and the strategy pro�le used.

Denote by wi(t; t0) the expected reward of a type i searcher who is still
searching at time t, accepts any partner and is also always accepted. It follows
that in completely symmetric games w1(t; t0) = w2(t; t0), where

w1(t; t0) =

∫ µ

t
0.5(1 + c1,2)λ[p(s; t0)] exp

{
−
∫ s

t
γ + λ[p(τ ; t0)]dτ

}
ds. (9)

Note that w1(t; t0) is strictly decreasing in t and for t ≥ t0, w1(t; t0) =
r1(t; t0). The form of the unique equilibrium pro�le satisfying the optimality
criterion for a completely symmetric game is given by the following theorem:

Theorem 3 A completely symmetric game has a unique equilibrium strat-

egy pro�le. This equilibrium pro�le corresponds to random mating for all t
when r1(0; 0) ≤ c1,2. Suppose only homogeneous pairs are mutually acceptable

when t < t0 and random mating occurs when t ≥ t0, then t0 corresponds

to the unique strategy pro�le satisfying the optimality criterion if and only if

r1(t0; t0) = c1,2. 2

Proof Note that from the symmetry of the game r1(t; t0) = r2(t; t0) and it
su�ces to show that type 1 individuals should only accept type 2 individuals
when t ≥ t0, where t0 is de�ned as above.

From the arguments made above r1(t0; t0) is strictly decreasing in t0. Since
r1 is continuous and r1(µ; t0) = 0 for all 0 ≤ t0 ≤ µ, it follows that either there
exists exactly one solution of r1(t0; t0) = c1,2 where t0 > 0 or r1(0; 0) ≤ c1,2.

Suppose that there exists t0 such that t0 > 0 and r1(t0; t0) = c1,2. When
t ≥ t0, a type 1 individual is acceptable to any prospective partner and thus
faces a standard optimal stopping problem. A type 1 individual who accepts
the �rst prospective partner obtains the same expected reward from search as
the other members of the population. Since r1(t; t0) ≤ r1(t0; t0) = c1,2, such
an individual has a future expected reward of not more than c1,2 and should
thus accept any prospective partner (see Chow [8]).

Now consider t < t0. Since w1(t; t0) > c1,2, arguing again as in Chow [8],
a type 1 searcher who would be accepted by any prospective partner should
only accept type 1 partners. Given that a pair of type 1 players of di�erent
sexes are always mutually acceptable, this strategy remains optimal regardless
of the strategy of type 2 searchers. Hence, in the game considered here, for
t < t0 a type 1 individual should not accept a type 2 prospective partner.

Now suppose r1(0; 0) ≤ c1,2. Arguing as above, any individual always has
a future expected reward of ≤ c1,2 and should thus accept any prospective
partner. �

Lemma 1 For a �xed γ, in the completely symmetric game, random mat-

ing starts no later under the mixing population model than it does under the

singles bar model. 2
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Proof To avoid ambiguity, let rs1(t; t0) and r
m
1 (t; t0) be the expected future

reward of a type 1 searcher at time t under the singles bar model and under
the mixing population model, respectively. From Equation (8), it can be seen
that rs1(t0; t0) ≥ rm1 (t0; t0), since under the singles bar model λ(p) = 1 and
under the mixing population model λ(p) = p ≤ 1. Since random mating at
all times is the equilibrium in the game based on the singles bar model if
and only if rs1(0; 0) ≤ c1,2, it follows that in the corresponding game based on
the mixing population model that random mating at all times must be the
unique equilibrium. Now suppose that rm1 (t0; t0) = c1,2, i.e. random mating
should start at time t0 under the mixing population model. It follows that
rs1(t0; t0) ≥ rm1 (t0; t0) and hence under the singles bar model, individuals of
type 1 should not start accepting prospective partners of type 2 before time
t0. �

It is interesting to compare this equilibrium with a stable matching when
there is no friction. Here, friction occurs due to the costs resulting from search-
ing (based on the discount factor) and the �nite horizon (which means that
a searcher is not guaranteed to �nd a partner). Letting µ → ∞, a searcher
eventually �nds a prospective partner of the same type with probability one
(regardless of the dependency of λ on p). In this case, setting γ = 0 (i.e. pay-
o�s are not discounted), the equilibrium satisfying the optimality criterion
converges to the stable matching, at which only homogeneous partnerships
are formed.

4. The Dynamics of Games with Two Types of Individual .

4.1. The Singles Bar Model. From Equation (3), it follows that for
t < t0

dp1(t; t0)

dt
=

−[p1(t; t0)]2

p1(t; t0) + p2(t; t0)
;

dp2(t; t0)

dt
=

−[p2(t; t0)]2

p1(t; t0) + p2(t; t0)
. (10)

When p1 = p2 = 0.5, it follows that p1(t; t0) = p2(t; t0) and the system of
equations given by (10) simpli�es to

dp1(t; t0)

dt
= −0.5p1(t; t0)⇒ p1(t; t0) = p2(t; t0) = 0.5 exp[−t/2]. (11)

When t ≥ t0 each individual accepts the next prospective partner to be
encountered. From Equation (3), we obtain

dpi(t; t0)

dt
= −pi(t; t0), i = 1, 2.

Hence for t ≥ t0, we obtain

p1(t; t0) = p2(t; t0) = p1(t0; t0) exp[−(t− t0)], (12)
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where p1(t0; t0) can be derived from Equation (11).

4.2. The Mixing Population Model. From Equation (4), it follows
that for t < t0

dpi(t; t0)

dt
= −[pi(t; t0)]2, i = 1, 2. (13)

When p1 = p2 = 0.5, together with the boundary conditions at t = 0, this
system of equations gives

pi(t; t0) =
1

t+ 2
, i = 1, 2. (14)

Similarly, for t ≥ t0, it follows from Equation (4) that

dp1(t; t0)

dt
= −p1(t; t0)[p1(t; t0) + p2(t; t0)]

dp2(t; t0)

dt
= −p2(t; t0)[p1(t; t0) + p2(t; t0)]. (15)

For p1 = p2 = 0.5, given the boundary conditions at t = t0, it follows from
Equation (14) that

dp1(t; t0)

dt
=
dp2(t; t0)

dt
= −2[p1(t; t0)]2. (16)

Solving this equation, we obtain

p1(t; t0) = p2(t; t0) =
1

2t+ 2− t0
. (17)

5. Examples. This section presents equilibrium pro�les for games based
on the singles bar model and the mixing population model. Suppose p1 =
p2 = 0.5, c1,2 = c2,1 = 0.5 and µ = 100. The discount factor γ is allowed to
vary.

5.1. Example 1: Singles Bar Model

Firstly, we derive the set of discount factors for which random mating is
the equilibrium. The expected value of a randomly chosen partner is 0.75 and
prospective partners are found at rate one. From Equation (5), it follows that
the expected reward from search under random mating is given by

r1(0; 0)=

∫ 100

0
0.75 exp

[
−
∫ t

0
(γ + 1)ds

]
dt=

0.75{1− exp[−100(1 + γ)]}
1 + γ

≈ 0.75

1 + γ
.

Random mating at all times is the unique equilibrium when r1(0; 0) ≤ c1,2 =
0.5. Solving this inequality, random mating at all times is stable if and only
if γ ≥ γ1, where γ1 ≈ 0.5.
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Let γ < γ1. We assume that t0 > 0. Independently of t0, the expected
value of a randomly chosen partner is 0.75 and prospective partners are found
at rate one. From Equation (5), t0 is given by the unique solution to the
equation

0.5 =

∫ 100

t0

0.75 exp

[
−
∫ t

t0

(γ + 1)ds

]
dt =

0.75{1− exp[−(100− t0)(1 + γ)]}
1 + γ

.

The solutions of such games are illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 1.
It should be noted that under the assumption that the population follow

a strategy pro�le which is symmetric according to sex and type, then the
problem faced by an individual searcher does not depend on the precise form
of the strategy pro�le used (since the distribution of the value of a prospective
mate and the rate at which prospective mates are found are both constant over
time). Hence, the derivation of the equilibrium strategy essentially reduces to
solving a classical problem of optimal stopping. In this case, the pressure to
accept a partner does not come from the behaviour of other players, but results
from either what might be interpreted as relatively high search costs (when the
discount factor is large) or the fact that the time horizon for searching is �nite
(for small discount factors). This is re�ected in the form of the equilibrium:
individuals either always accept prospective partners of a di�erent type or
only begin to accept them close to the end of the mating season. Here, the
time available for searching is large, since the expected number of prospective
partners of the same type found in time µ is µ/2 = 50. It should be noted
that when γ < 0.5, the probability of not �nding a mate before time t0 is
very small. Since for t < t0 the rate of �nding a mutually acceptable partner
is 0.5, the probability of �nding one before time t0, e

−0.5t0 is of order 10−22.

5.2. Example 2: Mixing Population Model

Firstly, we derive the set of discount factors for which random mating is
the equilibrium. For t0 = 0, Equation (17) gives

p1(t; 0) = p2(t; 0) =
1

2t+ 2
.

The expected value of a randomly chosen partner is 0.75 and the rate at which
prospective partners are found is given by α1(t; 0) = 1/(t+1). From Equation
(5), it follows that the expected reward from search under random mating is
given by

r1(0; 0) =

∫ 100

0

0.75

t+ 1
exp

(
−
∫ t

0

[
γ +

1

s+ 1

]
ds

)
dt =

∫ 100

0

0.75e−γtdt

(t+ 1)2
.

From the equilibrium condition, random mating at all times is the unique
equilibrium when r1(0; 0) ≤ c1,2 = 0.5. Solving this inequality numerically,
random mating at all times is stable when γ ≥ γ2, where γ2 ≈ 0.2472.
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Let γ < γ2. Assume that t0 > 0. For t > t0, the expected value of a
randomly chosen partner is 0.75 and from Equation (17) the rate at which
prospective partners are found is given by

α1(t; t0) = p1(t; t0) + p2(t; t0) =
2

2t+ 2− t0
.

It follows that for γ < γ2, t0 is given by the unique solution to the equation

0.5 = r1(t0; t0) =

∫ 100

t0

1.5

2t+ 2− t0
exp

(
−
∫ t

t0

[
γ +

2

2s+ s− t0

]
ds

)
dt

=

∫ 100

t0

1.5(t0 + 2) exp[−γ(t− t0)]dt
(2t+ 2− t0)2

.

This equation was solved numerically. Results are illustrated in Table 1 and
Figure 1. In comparison to the results obtained using the singles bar model,
as time passes there is additional pressure on individuals to accept a part-
ner of a di�erent type resulting from the fact that it becomes harder to
�nd prospective partners (the rate at which they are found decreases). The
probability that an individual �nds a partner before time t0 is given by
1 − p1(t0;t0)

p1(0;t0)
= t0

t0+2 . In this case, searchers will always pair with an indi-
vidual of the same type. The probability that an individual does not �nd a
partner is given by p1(µ;t0)

p1(0;t0)
= 2

2µ+2−t0 . Given that mating occurs in the time

interval [t0, µ], the probability of mating with an individual of the same type
is equal to 0.5. It follows from the law of total probability that the probabil-
ities of i) mating with an individual of the same type, phom, ii) mating with
an individual of the other type, phet and iii) not mating at all, pnot, are given
by

phom =
t0

t0 + 2
+ 0.5

(
1− t0

t0 + 2
− 2

2µ+ 2− t0

)
=

2µ+ 2µt0 − t20
(t0 + 2)(2µ+ 2− t0)

phet = 0.5

(
1− t0

t0 + 2
− 2

2µ+ 2− t0

)
=

2(µ− t0)
(t0 + 2)(2µ+ 2− t0)

pnot =
2

2µ+ 2− t0
.

These probabilities are presented in Table 1 and Figure 2 for various values of
the discount factor. It should be noted that the probability of a homogeneous
pairing at equilibrium clearly depends on the discount rate. Except for very
small discount rates, the changes in the probability of homogeneous pairings
and the probability of heterogeneous pairings are virtually linear in the dis-
count rate (these two probabilities are equal for γ ≥ γc ≈ 0.2472. However,
the probability of eventually �nding a partner is almost independent of the
discount rate (this results from the relatively long time available for search).
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Discount Singles Mixing phom phet pnot
factor, γ bar population

0 98.9014 49.0000 0.97386 0.01307 0.01307

0.01 98.8923 34.4034 0.96656 0.02150 0.01193

0.02 98.8829 21.5651 0.95202 0.03689 0.01108

0.05 98.8534 7.8842 0.89368 0.09602 0.01030

0.10 98.7984 2.9444 0.79273 0.19723 0.01005

0.15 98.7345 1.2963 0.69165 0.29839 0.00996

0.20 98.6588 0.4722 0.59054 0.39954 0.00992

0.25 98.5666 0 0.49505 0.49505 0.00990

0.30 98.4501 0 0.49505 0.49505 0.00990

0.35 98.2944 0 0.49505 0.49505 0.00990

0.40 98.0657 0 0.49505 0.49505 0.00990

0.45 97.6543 0 0.49505 0.49505 0.00990

0.50 0 0 0.49505 0.49505 0.00990

Table 1: Time at which random mating begins under the equilibrium pro�le
for a completely symmetric game and probabilities of various types of part-
nerships under the mixing population model, where p1 = p2 = c1,2 = c2,1 =
0.5, µ = 100.

Figure 1: Equilibrium threshold times under the singles bar and mixing pop-
ulation models: p1 = p2 = c1,2 = c2,1 = 0.5, µ = 100.
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Figure 2: Probabilities of various types of pairings and not mating under the
mixing population model: p1 = p2 = c1,2 = c2,1 = 0.5, µ = 100.

6. Conclusions and Future Research. This article has presented a
game theoretic model of partnership formation (mate choice) in which the
rate at which prospective partners are met and the distribution of the pool of
searchers depends on the strategy pro�le used in the population as a whole.
Preferences are homotypic, i.e. searchers prefer individuals who are similar
to them. The pressure on searchers to accept a partner comes from various
sources: a) the search time available - as time passes the risk of not �nding a
partner increases, so searchers become less choosy; b) the discount rate - the
higher the discount rate (which re�ects the costs of searching), the less choosy
individuals will be, c) the rate at which prospective partners are found - if
it becomes harder to �nd prospective partners as time passes, as under the
mixing population model, then searchers are less choosy, d) the distributions
of the value of prospective partners (according to each type of player) change
over time.

A so called "completely symmetric" version of this game was presented.
Such games can be interpreted as modelling mate choice involving two sub-
species (or adults and juveniles from the same species) inhabiting the same
territory. These subspecies have the same population size. Each searcher
prefers to pair with an individual of their own type and stops searching when
a partnership has been formed. The rate at which prospective partners are
found is non-decreasing in the proportion of searchers still looking for a part-
ner, i.e. non-increasing in time.
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Since non-intuitive equilibria exist in such mate choice games, a re�ne-
ment of the concept of Nash equilibrium, previously adopted by McNamara
and Collins [19], was used. According to this re�nement, a searcher accepts
any prospective partner if the reward that would be obtained from such a
partnership is greater than the expected reward from continued search. It
was argued that only such strategies could evolve via natural selection. It
was shown that regardless of the speci�c dynamics determining the rate at
which prospective partners are found, there exists a unique Nash equilibrium
pro�le satisfying this optimality criterion in the completely symmetric game.
This pro�le is speci�ed by the time at which searchers should begin accepting
partners from the other subspecies. Two extreme models of such dynamics
were considered. According to the singles bar model, prospective partners are
always found at the same rate. According to the mixing population model, the
rate at which prospective partners are found is proportional to the fraction
of searchers who are still looking for a mate.

Such models of mate choice are often considered as matching problems in
which there exist costs of "introducing prospective pairs to each other". The
solution of a classical matching problem, in which there are no such costs,
is a stable matching, i.e a set of pairs of males and females such that no
individual can gain by trying to switch partners. In the language of the game
presented here, no friction means that the discount factor is equal to zero
and the time available for searching is unlimited. When γ = 0 and µ → ∞,
searchers would eventually �nd a prospective partner of the same type with
probability one and hence should never accept a heterogeneous partnership.
Hence, when the search friction tends to zero, the equilibrium of the game
presented here will tend to a stable matching (all searchers eventually pair
with another individual of the same type).

Under the mixing population model, it is clear that scramble competition
plays an important role in de�ning equilibrium behaviour, i.e. searchers swiftly
become less choosy as time passes due to the increasing rarity of prospective
partners. Random mating generally starts earlier (and never later) under
the mixing population model than under the singles bar model. Also, under
the mixing population model the time at which random mating starts, t0, is
more strongly dependent on γ and even when the time available for searching
is large, there is a signi�cant probability that an individual will eventually
accept a heterogeneous partnership. On the other hand, under the singles
bar model, scramble competition plays no role in determining equilibrium
behaviour in the completely symmetric game. It should be noted that when
the two types are not equally frequent, scramble competition may play an
important role, since in this case the relative sizes of the populations of the
two types may well change as the mating season progresses.

It should be noted that the completely symmetric version of this game
is somewhat idiosyncratic, particularly in the case of the singles bar model.
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Whenever the population use a strategy pro�le of the same form as the equi-
librium pro�le, the proportion of individuals still searching who are from a
particular subspecies will always be equal to a half. It follows that under the
singles bar model, the derivation of the equilibrium pro�le reduces to �nding
the optimal strategy for an appropriately de�ned stopping problem with one
decision maker. When the search time available is su�ciently large to ensure
that a partner of the same type can be found with a very high probability,
the form of the equilibrium pro�le takes essentially one of the following two
forms; a) when γ is smaller than some critical value γc, it is more important
to �nd a mate of the same type than to �nd a mate quickly, each individual
will only accept individuals of the same type until very close to the end of
the mating season. As a result, searchers pair with individuals of the same
type with probability very close to one. The precise form of this strategy is
almost independent of γ; b) for γ > γc, it is optimal to accept any prospective
partner.

The author intends to investigate the form and uniqueness of equilibria in
other realizations of such games. For example, suppose the initial frequency of
type 1 players di�ers from 0.5 (without loss of generality, we can assume that
p1 > 0.5). From the equations governing the dynamics of p1 and p2, when
searchers of type 2 are initially choosy, the proportion of the pool of searchers
remaining at time t who are of type 2 will increase. It follows that r2(t0; t0) is
not necessarily a monotonic function and thus multiple equilibria may exist.
This is indeed the case for a similar model where searchers' preferences are
common, i.e. each player of a particular sex ascribes the same attractiveness
to a given female (see Ramsey [23]).

The development of such models should go hand-in-hand with observa-
tions of mate choice in practice, in order to determine and interpret the im-
portance of the factors described above (search costs, time horizon for search,
the dynamics of �nding prospective partners, i.e scramble competition, and
value of pairing with particular individuals) on the strategies used to �nd a
partner. One problem in this �eld is the fact that two di�erent strategies can,
in appropriate circumstances, result in the same decisions (see Castellano et

al. [6]).
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Gra o typie wyboru partnera z kontinuum graczy, preferencjami

homotypowymi oraz czasem ci¡gªym.

David Mark Ramsey

Streszczenie Rozwa»ono model gry o typie wyboru partnera. Istniej¡ dwie klasy
graczy (samce i samice) i kontinuum graczy obu klas. S¡ dwa typy zarówno samic
jak i samców. Mo»na zinterpretowa¢ te typy np. jako dwa podgatunki. Ka»dy gracz
(poszukiwacz) woli stworzy¢ par¦ z osobnikiem (pªci przeciwnej) tego samego typu.
Gracze zaczynaj¡ szuka¢ partnera jednocze±nie na pocz¡tku sezonu (w czasie ze-
rowym) a ko«cz¡ gdy znajduj¡ partnera lub sezon si¦ ko«czy. Gdy dwa osobniki
tworz¡ par¦, wtedy opuszczaj¡ populacj¦ poszukiwaczy. Wi¦c proporcja osobników,
które jeszcze szukaj¡, oraz rozkªad ich typów zmieniaj¡ si¦ w czasie. Gracze znaj-
duj¡ si¦ kandydatów na partnera z intensywno±ci¡, która jest niemalej¡ca wzgl¦dem
proporcji graczy jeszcze szukaj¡cych. Wyznaczono równowagi Nasha speªniaj¡ce na-
st¦puj¡ce kryterium optymalno±ci: ka»dy gracz przyjmuje kandydata na partnera,
wtedy i tylko wtedy, gdy wypªata gracza z stworzenia takiej pary (o ile powstanie)
jest wi¦ksza lub równa oczekiwanej wypªacie z dalszych poszukiwa«. Rowa»ono tak
zwane "kompletnie symetryczne"wersje tej gry, w której frekwencje tych dwóch ty-
pów s¡ równe. Gry tej postaci posiadaj¡ dokªadnie jedn¡ równowag¦ speªniaj¡c¡
kryterium optymalno±ci, bez wzgl¦du na zwi¡zek mi¦dzy intensywno±ci¡ znalezienia
kandydatów na partnera a proporcj¡ graczy jeszcze szukuj¡cych. Równowaga ta jest
opisana progiem czasowym t0, taki »e, przed czasem t0 tylko pary osobników tego
samego typu s¡ stworzone, a po czasie t0 ka»dy gracz przyjmuje dowolnego kandy-
data na partnera. Przedstawiono dwa przykªady. Jeden przykªad ilustruje tak zwany
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model "baru dla singieli", wedªug którego intensywno±¢ znalezienia partnerów jest
staªa. Drugi model ilustruje tak zwany model "mieszaj¡cej si¦ populacji", wedªug
którego intensywno±¢ znalezienia partnerów jest proporcjonalna do proporcji graczy
szukaj¡cych.

Klasy�kacja tematyczna AMS (2010): 91A13, 60G40.

Sªowa kluczowe: tworzenie partnerstwa, gra dynamiczne, równowaga Nasha, problem
stopowania.
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